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Vaalve has been a journey of creating some of the best stories 
around world class bathroom fittings for more than two decades. 
With our established presence in Saudi Arabia, UAE, we have been 
recognized for bringing unmatched quality in design and substance 
coupled with our singular vision of making exquisite bathroom 
fittings at affordable prices. 

With faucets as our core product, we are the fastest growing brands 
in India offering a full range of bathroom fittings. With unique 
designs onboard, each one is crafted with dedicated expertise and 
passed through stringent quality measures to ensure the end result 
is a flawless one. Vaalve has had a clear sense of purpose and the 
core values continue to make our brand the most credible one in 
the market today. 

Born at the intersection of art, style and advanced technology, each 
product catalogued with us has conquered the markets 
internationally over the years and our operational excellence and 
product sensibility will appeal to the Indian customer-base at first 
sight. 

Vaalve seeks to bring its wide range of choicest faucets to the 
Indian homeowners with the most practical and functional designs 
that do not compromise on the aesthetics of bathroom 
appearances. We understand the tough water conditions of the 
country and its durability will stand matchless for our consumer 
base that explains every effort invested to craft bathroom fittings 
that stand the test of time. 

PREFACE
Bring the change

to the changing India!



Take Delight of
Vaalve Products

A 12-year warranty on all Vaalve faucets.

Vaalve offer a 12 year warranty on all functional parts.
This warranty demonstrates our commitment to delivering

a lifetime experiences to our customers.

Proudly member of Certified from

Vaalve with Faucets as our core product, we are the fastest growing brand in 
India & Nepal, offering complete bathroom fittings solutions and has proven 
its market in Middle Eastern countries since the past 25 years. Capturing the 
Indian hearts was a well-researched decision and 2017 was when we decided 

to bring our credibility home. 

Vaalve offers the best mix for Indian households in collaboration with 
Giorgio Kertes. As a company, we work on two solid principles – making 

exceptional faucets and supporting our customers with exceptional services. 
These two principles have helped us gain traction in the last 25 years.

Vaalve is still in its infancy in India but we plan to go full throttle by this year 
end. But we are finding our footing as a pan-India brand operating in Nepal 

and Bhutan and we are confident of our market presence here. Vaalve is also 
committed to transparency across levels which is a plus for dealers looking 

to associate with us. 



Using high-class brass material to ensure 
the health of water using from source.

Adopting the advanced low pressure 
casting technology can avoid the 
possibility of air and impurity entrance. 
The castings will be with high density and 
fewer defects, which can ensure the 
durability of products.

Using air injection technique to make 
water flow be plentiful and lively, improve 
utilization of water.

Double nanoscale plating finish with high 
hardness, good corrosion resistance and 
excellent abrasion resistance,is bright as 
mirror and enduring as time goes by.

After accurate milling,and full automatic 
polishing, the cast surface will be with 
clear outline to show the product design 
well.

The faucets are machined by CNC 
machine, with accurate and stable 
dimension, to ensure the stability of 
assembly and avoid the product leaking.

Superior ceramic cartridge with natural alumina 
ceramic chip, which attains Mohs rigidity level 9, 
just less than that of diamond (level 10), and 
with the advantages of high temperature 
resistance, good abrasion resistance, stable 
chemical property, excellent anti-leakage 
capability and smooth switch. The life cycle of 
our cartridges is up to 500,000 cycles.

Using long barrel and large nut as 
installation components of faucets, make 
it convenient and fast to install the faucet 
firmly without any tools.

Qualified brass material Low pressure casting Water saving design Shinning plating technology

Advanced surface finish process CNC machining Qualified valve Fast installation structure

FAUCET TECHNOLOGIES
As representative of faucets, Vaalve introduced advanced technologies, and thanks to more than 20 years of accumulation 
of technology, Vaalve's products are easy to use, stable in quality, and efficient in energy. We focus in comfortable use, 
and at the same time take into consideration of the water-saving and  environmental protection. Each Vaalve product 
represents the perfect combination of technology, quality and design.

1. Enhanced brightness and hardness by chrome plating
2. Anti-oxidation and anti-corrosion by nickel plating
3. Surface smoothing by copper sulfate plating
4. Enhanced adhesion by copper pyrophosphate plating
5. Deep enhanced adhesion by copper oxide plating
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What Makes Vaalve’s
Faucet One-of-a Kind?

LowFlow
Capable

Zero Dip
Technology



Production
Process
The moulding, casting, grinding, polishing, 
electroplating and even the testing and assembly is 
done very carefully. We employ the best technology in 
the field of bathroom fittings. We use market 
information and trends to predict demand.

Research &
Development

Vaalve has a strong research & development team in place, 
along with the best-in-class machinery, we create products 

of superior quality that are not only reliable, sustainable and 
durable, but also pleasing to the eyes and affordable.



EVERY WORKER IS
AN ARTIST, PRODUCING
BEAUTY IN EVERY
MOVEMENT OF HIS
HANDS
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The dawn of the Italian Renaissance was the dawn of arkhitekton and to have one of the 

high crafters sourced directly from the land of Italy has been our asset in the journey of 

being the market leaders in bathroom fittings. Our influencer Giorgio Kertes has been our 

key collaborator and source of inspiration for most of our product ranges such as the Loop 

and Nevassa. Sleek, minimalistic and timeless – Kertes designs are modern and creative 

hallmarks for modern environments setting the mood and tones of bathroom architecture 

into a head-turning experience. 

Giorgio Kertes graduated as a Mechanical Engineer in 1974 and has given a new lease of life 

to the bathroom fixtures industry over the years. He has reigned in decision-making roles 

across Europe and in Italy and his journey rested with us since 1985. Vaalve has partnered 

with Kertes to renovate its entire product range and find newer aesthetics in each and every 

piece. He has also been involved in design, planning, engineering and internal production 

only to unearth what Vaalve truly stands for – timelessness!

Kertes is widely published in noted architectural magazines and widely circulated journals 

and university textbooks and since 2008, he has been offering his midas touch to multiple 

leading companies in the bathroom fitting and design business, Vaalve being one. 

Giorgio Kertes clearly upholds the spirit of innovation and his designs are continually 

challenging the traditional way bathroom faucets are approached. Once a Kertes piece 

adorns your bathroom, they take a personality of their own allowing the homemaker to use 

their personal spaces with unhindered joy. 

Designed By
Giorgio Kertes

0201
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Loop
ARQUITEK - 811911

Like a celestial element 
floating along the wall, the 
Loop spout seems to magically 
deliver a stream of water. 
Loop’s singular design still 
reigns supreme, not only for its 
aesthetic characteristics, but 
also for the mirror-like finish 
giving a highly reflecting effect 
to its surfaces.

r u b i n e t t e r i e

NPR - 84000



Single lever bath/basin mixer
floor mounted
NPR - 65800

ARQUITEK - 811907

The  line perfectly combines 
classic shapes with modern 
design. The delicacy and 
elegance of the shapes blend 
into a timeless design, making 
this a versatile collection 
adaptable to different 
bathroom solutions. 

designed by Giorgio Kertes

0605
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ARQUITEK - 811901
Six function thermostatic divertor 
NPR - 57800

ARQUITEK - 811904
Rain shower with cascade flow (Full brass)
NPR - 89800

ARQUITEK - 811903
Water tile - square (Full brass)
NPR - 9390

ARQUITEK - 811905
Drop ell
NPR - 1180

ARQUITEK - 811902
Water tile - round (Full brass)
NPR - 8990

NEVASSA - 912926
Bath tub spout with wall flange
NPR - 2920
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Shower heads have become veritable designer 
objects in the bathroom, they are ever more 
important. Arquitect has always sought to find 
multiple solutions, from designer as well as classic 
points of view. To ensure that the moment of taking 
a shower assumes an ever greater significance, it 
has extended its range of thermostatic shower 
heads with their striking visual impact.

r u b i n e t t e r i e
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Ceiling-mounted spout stands 
as an unprecedented product 
concept which elevates matter, 
form and function.

ARQUITEK - 811910
Single lever shower mixer (Square)
NPR - 7980
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ARQUITEK - 811906
Rectangular ceiling spout
NPR - 59800



ARQUITEK - 811909
Wall mounted basin mixer with bar
NPR - 59800

Towel Bar Spout:- Sleek, modern, and modular are just a few of the 
characteristics that we want our household items has. This wonderful 
faucet will definitely complete our cravings for stylish bathroom 
faucets. This has a unique design that combined two hollow tubes 
together to form a single yet double purposed bathroom accessory. The 
towel bar faucet’s spout is extended along the wall in order to form the 
sleek and stylish towel bar.

ARQUITEK - 811908
Single lever shower mixer (Round)
NPR - 6980
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DEQUE

With its minimalist design
and reduced complexity,
classic DEQUE designs and 
colours are a true reflection
of people who live inside.



DEQUE - 911920
Single lever basin mixer without pop-up with 
braided hoses
NPR - 9290

DEQUE - 911921
Single lever basin mixer long body with out 
pop-up with braided hoses
NPR - 16760

DEQUE - 911903
Bib cock with wall flange
NPR - 3500

DEQUE - 911940
Pillar cock extended body
NPR - 7200

DEQUE - 911922
Exposed part kit of single lever basin mixer
wall mounted
NPR - 4780

DEQUE - 911901
Pillar cock
NPR - 3590

DEQUE - 911923
Exposed part kit for regular divertor
NPR - 3780

DEQUE - 911908
Angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 2800

DEQUE

1615

DEQUE - 911924
Exposed part kit for hi-flow divertor
NPR - 4180

DEQUE - 911927
Bath tub spout with button attachment provision 
for telephonic shower
NPR - 3600

DEQUE - 911926
Bath tub spout with wall flange
NPR - 2700

DEQUE - 911925
Exposed part kit for 3 inlet divertor
NPR - 4180

DEQUE - 911941
Concealed upper part
NPR - 1490

DEQUE



NEVASSA

NEVASSA

NEVASSA - 912920
Single lever basin mixer without pop-up with 
braided hoses
NPR - 7060

NEVASSA - 912921
Single lever basin mixer long body with out 
pop-up with braided hoses
NPR - 9180

NEVASSA - 912913
Swan neck with swinging spout
NPR - 3800

NEVASSA - 912922
Exposed part kit of single lever basin mixer
wall mounted
NPR - 4680

NEVASSA - 912919
Center hole basin mixer without pop-up waste 
with braided hoses
NPR - 6310

NEVASSA - 912901
Pillar cock
NPR - 2980

NEVASSA - 912907
Bib cock two in one with wall flange
NPR - 3520

NEVASSA - 912903
Bib cock with wall flange
NPR - 2910

18

Balance between function and esthetics. 
Exquisite design reflects the pioneer life 
style. Good quality product, you are 
deserved to have it.



NEVASSA - 912908
Angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 2050

NEVASSA - 912923
Exposed part kit for regular divertor
NPR - 2540

NEVASSA - 912924
Exposed part kit for hi-flow divertor
NPR - 3180

NEVASSA - 912925
Exposed part kit for 3 inlet divertor
NPR - 3180

NEVASSA - 912929
Wall mixer non telephonic
NPR - 7470

NEVASSA - 912927
Bath tub spout with button attachment provision
for telephonic shower
NPR - 3920

NEVASSA - 912926
Bath tub spout with wall flange
NPR - 2920

NEVASSA - 912930
Wall mixer with provision for telephonic shower 
arrangement with crutch
NPR - 9670

NEVASSA - 912931
Wall mixer with provision for overhead shower 
& with 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 9190

NEVASSANEVASSA

NEVASSA - 912917
Sink cock with swinging spout
NPR - 3380

NEVASSA - 912937
Sink mixer with swinging spout wall mounted
NPR - 6990

Wall mixer with shower colum & over head rain shower
912942 Rectangle shower colum: NPR - 11980
912930 Wall mixer: NPR - 9670
347902 (200 x 200 mm) Rain shower ultra thin (SS-304) square: NPR - 5550

NEVASSA - 912941
Concealed upper part
NPR - 1220

2019



GOCCIA

GOCCIA - 913901
Pillar cock
NPR - 2750

GOCCIA - 913913
Swan neck with swinging spout
NPR - 3990

GOCCIA - 913903
Bib cock with wall flange
NPR - 2550

GOCCIA - 913907
Bib cock two in one with wall flange
NPR - 3350

GOCCIA

GOCCIA - 913920
Single lever basin mixer without pop-up with
braided hoses
NPR - 7980

GOCCIA - 913921
Single lever basin mixer long body with out 
pop-up with braided hoses
NPR - 9180

GOCCIA - 913922
Exposed part kit of single lever basin mixer
wall mounted
NPR - 4790

GOCCIA - 913919
Center hole basin mixer without pop-up waste 
with braided hoses
NPR - 6600

22

Take the watch as the design 
phototype, innovate the 
manifestation of the faucet, 
the slightness pipe ensure 
water flow easily and not 
splash, smooth chrome 
platting surface look always 
brand-new.



GOCCIA - 913941
Concealed upper part
NPR - 1240

GOCCIA - 913937
Sink mixer with swinging spout wall mounted
NPR - 6210

GOCCIA - 913931
Wall mixer with provision for overhead shower 
& with 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 7990

GOCCIA - 913917
Sink cock with swinging spout
NPR - 3340

GOCCIA - 913925
Exposed part kit for 3 inlet divertor
NPR - 4270

GOCCIA - 913926
Bath tub spout with wall flange
NPR - 2320

GOCCIA - 913923
Exposed part kit for regular divertor
NPR - 3600

GOCCIA - 913924
Exposed part kit for hi-flow divertor
NPR - 4270

GOCCIA - 913930
Wall mixer with provision for telephonic shower 
arrangement with crutch
NPR - 7990

GOCCIA - 913908
Angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 2300

GOCCIA - 913909
Angle valve two in one with wall flange
NPR - 2900

GOCCIAGOCCIA

2423



KEFI

Pillar cock
NPR - 2390

KEFI- 915901

KEFI - 915920
Single lever basin mixer without pop-up with 
braided hoses
NPR - 5990

Single lever basin mixer long body without 
pop-up with braided hoses
NPR - 8860

KEFI - 915921

Pillar cock extended body
NPR - 4800

KEFI- 915940

Exposed part kit of single lever basin mixer
wall mounted
NPR - 4790

KEFI - 915922 KEFI - 915919
Center hole basin mixer without pop up waste 
with braided hoses
NPR - 5790

KEFI
Return to Ontology
In the morning, from here, we begin 
our day, bathing in the space of life 
with hope. Simple, quiet space, body, 
heart, soul and nature in one.

Bib cock with wall flange
NPR - 2290

KEFI - 915903
Swan neck with swinging spout
NPR - 3680

KEFI - 915913
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KEFI - 915924
Exposed part kit for hi-flow divertor
NPR - 2790

Exposed part kit for 3 inlet divertor
NPR - 2790

KEFI - 915925

Bath tub spout with button attachment provision 
for telephonic shower
NPR - 2890

Bath tub spout with wall flange
NPR - 2090

KEFI - 915926 KEFI - 915927

Wall mixer non telephonic
NPR - 7190

KEFI - 915929
Wall mixer with provision for telephonic shower 
arrangement with crutch
NPR - 9980

KEFI - 915930
Bib cock two in one with wall flange
NPR - 3190

Angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 1990

KEFI - 915907 KEFI - 915908

Angle valve two in one with wall flange
NPR - 3390

KEFI - 915909
Exposed part kit for regular divertor
NPR - 2190

KEFI - 915923

KEFIKEFI

Wall mixer 3 in 1 with provision for telephonic 
shower & o/h shower with 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 11380

KEFI - 915932
Wall mixer with provision for overhead shower & 
with 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 9180

KEFI - 915931

KEFI - 915917
Sink cock with swinging spout
NPR - 3290

Sink mixer with swinging spout wall mounted
NPR - 6730

KEFI - 915937

Single lever sink mixer table mounted
NPR - 7790

KEFI - 915933
Concealed upper part
NPR - 1090

KEFI - 915941

2827



RETTANGOLO

Angular sharpening
Under the precise cutting technology and 
advanced processing technology, a series 
of extraordinary works were born. The 
division of the golden ratio and the sharp 
and angular polishing have created its 
irreplaceable status.
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RETTANGOLO

RETTANGOLO - 626941
Concealed upper part
NPR - 1190

RETTANGOLO - 626937
Sink mixer with swinging spout wall mounted
NPR - 7210

RETTANGOLO - 626917
Sink cock with swinging spout
NPR - 3500

RETTANGOLO - 626931
Wall mixer with provision for overhead shower & 
With 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 9680

RETTANGOLO - 626930
Wall mixer with provision for telephonic shower 
Arrangement with crutch
NPR - 9680

RETTANGOLO - 626920
Single lever basin mixer without pop-up with
braided hoses
NPR - 6980

RETTANGOLO - 626919
Center hole basin mixer without pop-up waste 
with braided hoses
NPR - 6260

RETTANGOLO

RETTANGOLO - 626929
Wall mixer non telephonic
NPR - 7470

RETTANGOLO - 626908
Angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 2090

RETTANGOLO - 626907
Bib cock two in one with wall flange
NPR - 3520

RETTANGOLO - 626903
Bib cock with wall flange
NPR - 2960

RETTANGOLO - 626913
Swan neck with swinging spout
NPR - 3720

RETTANGOLO - 626901
Pillar cock
NPR - 3030



VITEA - 916920
Single lever basin mixer without pop-up with 
Braided hoses
NPR - 5890

VITEA - 916922
Exposed part kit of single lever basin mixer
wall mounted
NPR - 3790

VITEA - 916903
Bib cock with wall flange
NPR - 1590

VITEA - 916913
Swan neck with swinging spout
NPR - 2820

VITEA - 916940
Pillar cock extended body
NPR - 4570

VITEA - 916901
Pillar cock
NPR - 1800

VITEA

VITEA
Exquisite home life
Highlight of this series is the hollow-out 
designed handle. Unique design breaks 
through the traditional concept and creates 
the ECO function idea, it's a series which can 
stand the test of time.

VITEA - 916907
Bib cock two in one with wall flange
NPR - 2650

VITEA - 916904
Bib cock long nose with wall flange
NPR - 1780
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VITEA - 916931
Wall mixer with provision for overhead shower 
& with 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 7410

VITEA - 916930
Wall mixer with provision for telephonic shower 
arrangement with crutch
NPR - 7410

VITEA - 916929
Wall mixer non telephonic
NPR - 5400

VITEA - 916927
Bath tub spout with button attachment provision 
for telephonic shower
NPR - 3000

VITEA - 916926
Bath tub spout with wall flange
NPR - 2400

VITEA - 916925
Exposed part kit for 3 inlet divertor
NPR - 2980

VITEA - 916924
Exposed part kit for hi-flow divertor
NPR - 2980

VITEA - 916923
Exposed part kit for regular divertor
NPR - 2580

VITEA - 916909
Angle valve two in one with wall flange
NPR - 2660

VITEA - 916908
Angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 1400

VITEAVITEA

VITEA - 916941
Concealed upper part
NPR - 1050

VITEA - 916937
Sink mixer with swinging spout wall mounted
NPR - 5780

VITEA - 916917
Sink cock with swinging spout
NPR - 2610

VITEA - 916932
Wall mixer 3 in 1 with provision for telephonic 
Shower & o/h shower with 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 8200

3635

VITEA - 916944
Exposed part kit for project divertor
NPR - 2580



HYDOS - 917920
Single lever basin mixer without pop-up with
braided hoses
NPR - 4780

HYDOS - 917922
Exposed part kit of single lever basin mixer
wall mounted
NPR - 2580

HYDOS

HYDOS

HYDOS - 917902
Pillar cock high neck
NPR - 1930

HYDOS - 917901
Pillar cock
NPR - 1590

HYDOS - 917913
Swan neck with swinging spout
NPR - 2730

HYDOS - 917919
Center hole basin mixer without pop up waste
with braided hoses
NPR - 4650

HYDOS - 917904
Bib cock long nose with wall flange
NPR - 1590

HYDOS - 917903
Bib cock with wall flange
NPR - 1390

Elegant and graceful
Beautiful shape, steady surface, special touch, it's 
the good choice for the high lever living.

We build our profession with experience, achieve 
high effeciency with profession, make perfection 
with details. We strive for perfection for every 
product, make every consumer be assured the 
purchase.
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HYDOSHYDOS

HYDOS - 917924
Exposed part kit for hi-flow divertor
NPR - 1990

HYDOS - 917923
Exposed part kit for regular divertor
NPR - 1590

HYDOS - 917908
Angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 890

HYDOS - 917907
Bib cock two in one with wall flange
NPR - 2310

HYDOS - 917926
Bath tub spout with wall flange
NPR - 1450

HYDOS - 917925
Exposed part kit for 3 inlet divertor
NPR - 1990

HYDOS - 917937
Sink mixer with swinging spout wall mounted
NPR - 5040

HYDOS - 917931
Wall mixer with provision for overhead shower & 
with 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 6790

HYDOS - 917930
Wall mixer with provision for telephonic shower
arrangement with crutch
NPR - 7090

HYDOS - 917927
Bath tub spout with button attachment provision
for telephonic shower
NPR - 2350

HYDOS - 917941
Concealed upper part
NPR - 730

HYDOS - 917917
Sink cock with swinging spout
NPR - 2440
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HYDOS - 917944
Exposed part kit for project divertor
NPR - 1590



MARISSA - 918902
Pillar cock high neck
NPR - 1750

MARISSA

MARISSA

Maintain a simple and natural 
style, while emphasizing functions 
and to the beauty, every inch of 
the place is more precious 
because of the gathering of the 
essence of science and 
technology.

MARISSA - 918901
Pillar cock
NPR - 1390

MARISSA - 918920
Single lever basin mixer without pop-up
with braided hoses
NPR - 4390

MARISSA - 918915
Swan neck 'R' with cast spout
NPR - 2390

MARISSA - 918904
Bib cock long nose with wall flange
NPR - 1550

MARISSA - 918903
Bib cock with wall flange
NPR - 1330

MARISSA - 918906
Bib cock nozzle with wall flange
NPR - 1430
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MARISSA - 918919
Center hole basin mixer without pop-up waste
with braided hoses
NPR - 4290



MARISSA

MARISSA - 918917
Sink cock with swinging spout
NPR - 2390

MARISSA - CONCEALED STOP COCK
918912 (15mm): NPR - 1620
918911 (20mm): NPR - 1760

MARISSA

MARISSA - 918937
Sink mixer with swinging spout wall mounted
NPR - 4690

MARISSA - 918932
Wall mixer 3 in 1 with provision for telephonic
shower & o/h shower with 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 7690

MARISSA - 918931
Wall mixer with provision for overhead shower
& with 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 6550

MARISSA - 918929
Wall mixer non telephonic
NPR - 4650

MARISSA - 918944
Exposed part kit for project divertor
NPR - 1350

MARISSA - 918930
Wall mixer with provision for telephonic
shower arrangement with crutch
NPR - 6550

MARISSA - 918909
Angle valve two in one with wall flange
NPR - 2150

MARISSA - 918908
Angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 990

4443

MARISSA - 918907
Bib cock two in one with wall flange
NPR - 2150



VALERIO - 630901
Pillar cock
NPR - 1710VALERIO

Pure creativity molding, personalized 
design, with typical exoticism and romance, 
refuse to follow the mass trends, it has his 
own distinct ideas and style, every details 
shows it's own unique charm.

VALERIO

VALERIO - 630919
Center hole basin mixer without pop-up
waste with braided hoses
NPR - 5790

VALERIO - 630915
Swan neck 'R' with cast spout
NPR - 3190

VALERIO - 630903
Bib cock with wall flange
NPR - 1690

VALERIO - 630904
Bib cock long nose with wall flange
NPR - 2090

VALERIO - 630906
Bib cock nozzle with wall flange
NPR - 1770

VALERIO - 630902
Pillar cock high neck
NPR - 2290

VALERIO - 630907
Bib cock two in one with wall flange
NPR - 2250
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VALERIOVALERIO

VALERIO - 630908
Angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 1490

VALERIO - 630909
Angle valve two in one with wall flange
NPR - 2750

VALERIO - 630929
Wall mixer non telephonic
NPR - 6190

VALERIO - 630930
Wall mixer with provision for telephonic
shower arrangement with crutch
NPR - 7590

VALERIO - 630931
Wall mixer with provision for overhead shower
& with 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 7790

VALERIO - 630932
Wall mixer 3 in 1 with provision for telephonic
shower & o/h shower with 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 8790

VALERIO - 630917
Sink cock with swinging spout
NPR - 2790

VALERIO - 630937
Sink mixer with swinging spout wall mounted
NPR - 5890

VALERIO - 630941
Concealed upper part
NPR - 870
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CEVOY

Vaalve CEVOY products surprise users with 
unique features that provide for sleek, clean 
lines and perfectly smooth curves. The 
collection embodies all bathroom faucets for 
a smart coordinated look.



CEVOY

CEVOY - 627930
Wall mixer with provision for telephonic shower 
arrangement with crutch
NPR - 7840

CEVOY - 627929
Wall mixer non telephonic
NPR - 6040

CEVOY - 627909
Angle valve two in one with wall flange
NPR - 2590

CEVOY - 627931
Wall mixer with provision for overhead shower & 
with 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 7790

CEVOY - 627941
Concealed upper part
NPR - 990

CEVOY - 627917
Sink cock with swinging spout
NPR - 3000

CEVOY - 627937
Sink mixer with swinging spout wall mounted
NPR - 5990

CEVOY - 627942
Flush cock 1”
NPR - 2710
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CEVOY - 627919
Center hole basin mixer without pop-up waste 
with braided hoses
NPR - 5880

CEVOY - 627901
Pillar cock
NPR - 1980

CEVOY - 627916
Swan neck ‘L’ with cast spout
NPR - 3290

CEVOY - 627903
Bib cock with wall flange
NPR - 1780

CEVOY - 627904
Bib cock long nose with wall flange
NPR - 2110

CEVOY - 627906
Big cock nozzle with wall flange
NPR - 1800

CEVOY

CEVOY - 627907
Bib cock two in one with wall flange
NPR - 2770

CEVOY - 627908
Angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 1500



PIPEZ

Inspired by lineage of uniqueness, 
PIPEZ embodies contemporary 
designs to complement a wide 
variety of bathroom designs.



PIPEZ - 629919
Center hole basin mixer without pop-up waste 
with braided hoses
NPR - 3980

PIPEZ - 629920
Single lever basin mixer without pop-up
with braided hoses
NPR - 4380

PIPEZ - 629903
Bib cock with wall flange
NPR - 1250

PIPEZ - 629904
Bib cock long nose with wall flange
NPR - 1430

PIPEZ - 629915
Swan neck ‘R’ with cast spout
NPR - 2430

PIPEZ - 629901
Pillar cock
NPR - 1450

PIPEZ

PIPEZ - 629907
Bib cock two in one with wall flange
NPR - 2230

PIPEZ - 629906
Bib cock nozzle with wall flange
NPR - 1390

PIPEZ

PIPEZ - 629930PIPEZ - 629929
Wall mixer non telephonic
NPR - 4690

PIPEZ - 629909
Angle valve two in one with wall flange
NPR - 1990

PIPEZ - 629908
Angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 1070

Wall mixer with provision for telephonic shower 
arrangement with crutch
NPR - 6690

PIPEZ - 629931
Wall mixer with provision for overhead shower 
& with 115mm long bend pipe
NPR - 6590

PIPEZ - 629917
Sink cock with swinging spout
NPR - 2590

PIPEZ - 629937
Sink mixer with swinging spout wall mounted
NPR - 5260

PIPEZ - CONCEALED STOP COCK
629912 (15mm): NPR - 1500
629911 (20mm): NPR - 1600
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SQUARE - 170901
Towel rack 600mm
NPR - 10290

SQUARE - 170903
Towel rod 600mm
NPR - 4010

SQUARE - 170905
Towel ring
NPR - 2460

SQUARE - 170907
Soap dish
NPR - 2350

SQUARE - 170906
Tumbler holder
NPR - 2080

SQUARE - 170912
Soap dispenser
NPR - 2720

ACCESSORIES SQUARE

SQUARE - 170910
Paper holder with flap
NPR - 3250

SQUARE - 170909
Robe hook
NPR - 1220A
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ROUND - 171901
Towel rack 600mm
NPR - 6340

SQUARE - 170911
Paper holder straight
NPR - 1620

ROUND - 171903
Towel rod 600mm
NPR - 2830

ROUND - 171905
Towel ring
NPR - 1900

ROUND - 171906
Tumbler holder
NPR - 2020

ROUND - 171907
Soap dish
NPR - 2100

ROUND - 171912
Soap dispenser
NPR - 2510

ROUND - 171910
Paper holder with flap
NPR - 2470

ROUND - 171909
Robe hook
NPR - 1200

ROUND - 171911
Paper holder straight (round)
NPR - 1600

ACCESSORIES SQUARE

ACCESSORIES ROUND

ACCESSORIES ROUND

ROUND - 171913
Cloth liner
NPR - 1780

ACCESSORIES ECONOMY

ECONOMY - 172903
Towel rod 600mm
NPR - 1990

ECONOMY - 172905
Towel ring
NPR - 990

ECONOMY - 172906
Tumbler holder
NPR - 1190

ECONOMY - 172907
Soap dish
NPR - 1190

ECONOMY - 172909
Robe hook
NPR - 950

ECONOMY - 172911
Paper holder straight
NPR - 1080
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OVERHEAD SHOWER - 347911
Maze-s overhead shower 112x112 mm  with
rubit cleaning system
NPR - 3130

OVERHEAD SHOWER 
347901 (150X150mm): NPR - 3980
347902 (200X200mm): NPR - 5550
347903 (250X250mm): NPR - 9380
Rain shower ultra thin (SS-304) with rubit cleaning system

OVERHEAD SHOWER - 347907
Zeta-s overhead shower 200 x 200mm with
rubit cleaning system
NPR - 4200

OVERHEAD SHOWER 
347904 (Ø150mm): NPR - 3800 
347905 (Ø200mm): NPR - 5450
347906 (Ø250mm): NPR - 9220
Rain shower ultra thin (SS-304) with rubit cleaning system

OVERHEAD SHOWER - 347909
Rain overhead shower (155 x 155mm) with
rubit cleaning system 
NPR - 3800

OVERHEAD SHOWER - 347910
Suzen overhead shower  ø105mm with 6 " shower arm and
flange with rubit cleaning system
NPR - 1990

OVERHEAD SHOWER

OVERHEAD SHOWER - 347912
Mazr-r overhead  shower  ø125mm with 6 " shower arm and
flange with rubit cleaning system 
NPR - 2930

OVERHEAD SHOWER - 347913
Fantasy overhead shower ø63mm  3-function with 6 " shower
arm & flange along with rubit cleaning system
NPR - 2190
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OVERHEAD SHOWER - 347914
Suzen -x overhead shower ø100mm with 6" shower arm and
flange along with rubit cleaning system
NPR - 1990

OVERHEAD SHOWER - 347915
Victoria overhead shower ø80mm with 6" shower arm &
flange along with rubit cleaning system
NPR - 1790

OVERHEAD SHOWER - 347916
Lotus overhead shower with 6" shower arm & flange along
with rubit cleaning system
NPR - 1390

OVERHEAD SHOWER - 347917
Moai overhead shower ø125mm 5-function with 9" shower arm
& flange along with rubit cleaning system
NPR - 3730

OVERHEAD SHOWER - 347918
Neo overhead shower ø110mm  8-function with 9" shower arm
& flange along with rubit cleaning system
NPR - 3730

OVERHEAD SHOWER - 347919
John overhead shower ø120mm 5-function with 9" shower arm
and flange along with rubit cleaning system
NPR - 3180

OVERHEAD SHOWER - 347920
M2 overhead shower ø90mm with 6" shower arm & flange along
with rubit cleaning system
NPR - 1730

OVERHEAD SHOWER

TELEPHONIC SHOWER - 348901
Victoria telephonic shower 95mm with SS tube 1.5 mtr
& hook along with rubit cleaning system
NPR - 2390

TELEPHONIC SHOWER - 348904
Neo telephonic shower 110mm 8-function with SS tube
1.5 mtr & hook along with rubit cleaning system
NPR - 3660

TELEPHONIC SHOWER - 348905
Suzen telephonic shower 87mm with SS tube 1.5 mtr
& hook along with rubit cleaning system
NPR - 2190

TELEPHONIC SHOWER - 348906
M2 telephonic shower  85mm with SS tube 1.5 mtr
& hook along with rubit cleaning system
NPR - 2390

TELEPHONIC SHOWER

HEALTH FAUCET

HEALTH FAUCET - 349901
Verve health faucet with SS tube 1 mtr
& hook
NPR - 1990

HEALTH FAUCET - 349902
Nexo health faucet with SS tube 1 mtr
& hook
NPR - 1390

HEALTH FAUCET - 349903
Gap health faucet with SS tube 1 mtr
& hook
NPR - 2270

HEALTH FAUCET - 349904
Claryon health faucet with SS tube 1 mtr
& hook
NPR - 2040

HEALTH FAUCET - 349905
Hansa health faucet with SS tube 1 mtr
& hook
NPR - 1590

HEALTH FAUCET - 349906
Hall health faucet with SS tube 1 mtr
& hook
NPR - 1350
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PUSH BUTTON - 343901
32mm Flush valve round
NPR - 5930

PUSH BUTTON - 343902
32mm Flush valve dual round
NPR - 6570

PUSH BUTTON - 343905
40mm Flush valve round
NPR - 6150

PUSH BUTTON - 343906
40mm Flush valve dual round
NPR - 6570

PUSH BUTTON - 343903
32mm Flush valve square
NPR - 5930

PUSH BUTTON - 343904
32mm Flush valve dual square
NPR - 6570

PUSH BUTTON - 343907
40mm Flush valve square
NPR - 6150

PUSH BUTTON - 343908
40mm Flush valve dual square
NPR - 6570

PUSH BUTTON
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INTERNALS (Forged Body) Extension Piece

INTERNALS - 344901
Body of regular divertor 
NPR - 4950

INTERNALS - 344902
Body of high flow divertor
NPR - 6390

INTERNALS - 344903
Body of 3 inlet divertor
NPR - 6390

INTERNALS - 344908
Flush cock 1" with spring action
NPR - 4440

INTERNALS - 344911
Concealed stop cock body 15mm (disc size 3/4")
NPR - 1400

INTERNALS - 344912
Concealed stop cock body 20mm (disc size 3/4")
NPR - 1600

EXTENSION NIPPLE
346904 (2.5”): NPR - 290  |  346903 (2”): NPR - 240 |  346902 (1.5”): NPR - 180 |  346901 (1”): NPR - 130

With our industry experience & in depth knowledge, we are successfully meeting the varied need of 
our clients by offering a wide variety of Extension Nipples.

PRESSMATIC

PRESSMATIC - 351901
Pillar cock
NPR - 3650

PRESSMATIC - 351902
Bib cock with wall flange
NPR - 3650

PRESSMATIC - 351903
Angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 2580
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INTERNALS - 344915
Body of wall mounted basin mixer 
NPR - 5200

INTERNALS - 344904
Body of project divertor suitable for (916944, 917944, 918944)
NPR - 3900



SHOWER ARM ROUND

Round shower arm with flange

341904 (12”): NPR - 1990
341905 (15”): NPR - 2480
341906 (18”): NPR - 2700

SHOWER ARM

WASTE - 342903
Waste coupling hy. Half thread 32mm
NPR - 620

WASTE - 342904
Waste coupling hy. Full thread 32mm
NPR - 620

WASTE - 342907
Click clack waste coupling 32mm
NPR - 1500

WASTE - 342908
Dome waste coupling 32mm
NPR - 790

ANGLE VALVE - 350901
Dupro angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 730

FORGED ANGLE VALVE

Waste

BOTTLE TRAP 
345901 Bottle trap round: NPR - 2660
345902 Bottle trap round with 12”: NPR - 2920

BOTTLE TRAP
345903 Eco Bottle Trap Round: NPR - 2440
345904 Eco Bottle Trap Round 
With 12” Pipe: NPR - 2670

BOTTLE TRAP

SENSOR

SENSOR - 351904
Round faucet
NPR - 16580

ANGLE VALVE - 350902
Vivanz angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 950

ANGLE VALVE - 350904
Agora angle valve with wall flange
NPR - 780

7069

SHOWER ARM SQUARE 

Square shower arm with flange 

341907 (12”): NPR - 2230 
341908 (15”): NPR - 2720
341909 (18”): NPR - 2910

SHOWER ARM ROUND

Round shower arm with flange
NPR - 830 

341901 (6”) 



FAUCETS QUALITY PARAMETERS

PARAMETERS: MEASURING CRITERIA:Sr. No

Copper- 57.0% - 63%
Tin- 0.0% - 1.0%
Lead- 0.5% - 2.5%
Nickel- 0.0% - 1.0%
Aluminium- 0.2% - 0.8%
Magnesium- 0.0% - 0.5%
Total impurity- 0.0% - 2.0%
Zinc- Remainder

Brass- IS: 319-1989 Copper- 57.0% - 63%
Lead- 0.5% - 2.5%
Iron- 0.0% - 0.035%
Total impurity- 0.0% - 0.7%
Zinc- Remainder

2

Plating Thickness - Nickel 

Plating Thickness - Chrome

Salt Spray Test 

9-11 micron

0.3-0.4 micron

Pass minimum 96 Hrs

Type

Size (Diameter) 

Male threading (Applicable for all fitments - 
Faucets, Spout, Shower arm etc.)

G 1/2 or G 3/4

Material Certification 

Pressure Testing 

Food grade braided hose to be used in Basin 
Mixer with WRAS of NSF approval

10kg/cm2

Single Lever - Cartidge

Quarter turn - Spindle

35mm, 40mm & 47mm

1/2" & 3/4"

At 1 bar

At 2 bar

At 3 bar

6 Lt/min

8 Lt/min

12-14 Lt/min

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

CHROME PLATING B

THREADING (FOR THE FITTING OF THE COMPONENT TO THE WALL FITTING) C

BRAIDED HOSED

INNER PARTSE

FLOW RATEF

Brass- IS: 1264-19891

BRASS COMPOSITIONA

Jharkhand
Vishakha Marbles Tiles & Sanitary
Ranchi, Jharkhand
Mob: 08102555552

Odisha
Prakash Supply Agencies
Bhubaneshwar, Odisha
Mob: 0674-2313239

New Delhi
Impressions Bath
Pitampura, New Delhi
Mob: 011-47005999

Nepal
Bhumi Traders
Kathmandu, Nepal
Mob: +977-9851015651

EXUDIO

"One-call solution to all your problems"
Vaalve provides

'Preventive maintenance planning & service'
for trouble-free bathrooms

Toll Free No. 18001209954  |  customercare@vaalve.in   
www.vaalve.in

To avail amazing benefits, ask for Warranty Certificate

•  Regular check-up

•  Spare parts back-up

•  On-site plumbing guidelines

•  Nationwide reach

•  Trained service personnel

7271

Uttar Pradesh
Shivangi Enterprises
Shivangi Complex
60 Feet Road, Jankipuram
Lucknow, (U.P.)
Mobile: 9125166784

Shri Shyam Marble Udyog
Near Onkar Talkies
Bahraich, U.P.
Mob: 7275540574


